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With a history extending over 70 years, the
UK Light Aircraft Association promotes safe
and economical operation of sports and
recreational aircraft.  Representing the
aviation interests of around 8,000
recreational pilots, amateur-builders and
enthusiast members, the LAA oversees the
operation of more than 2,500 light aircraft
and the build of another 1,700, whilst
providing sector-leading consultation and
advocacy in aviation-related regulatory
matters both in UK and Europe.

About the Light Aircraft Association:
www.laa.uk.com

This newsletter can also be viewed on
the Strut website:

eos-strut.org

Monday 1st November
at the Harrow Hotel

Eskbank Road, Dalkeith
at 8.00pm

Yes, meetings
are back on

again!

The Virgin email address I used for the News-
letter has stopped working so I am now using
this one instead; andrewj.macleod46@gmail.com
Please use this from now on and apologies if
anything you have sent in has been
accidentally lost.  Andrew.

The cold and wet winter weather seems to have
started to arrive so I hope we get some of the
wonderful crisp clear days that crop up during
the winter months.
There are Notamed flying restrictions  in the
Central Belt of Scotland  from October 30th
during the COP26 event in Glasgow  so please
check them out to see if they affect you, (I
Googled COP 26 Notams).
Also, BST ends on October 31st with the clocks
changing at 0200.
The next meeting is on Monday 1st at the
Harrow at 2000.  Hope to see you there.

Enjoy your aviation in the meantime.    

COP 26 is nearly upon us and central
Scotland has become heavily controlled
airspace for the duration.
I have seen a map of the proposed
restrictions and apart from the whole of the
Central Belt, Leuchars and the Gleneagles
Hotel have five mile exclusion zones.
All these Heads of State flying in from all over
the world is obviously a security nightmare.
Any pilots wishing to fly from the first to the
30th Oct to 13th November should see this
map.
Thanks go to Ian Sweetland for attending the
discussions between security, NATS et al to
ensure the voice of light aviation is heard.
We were going to invite people to a DOTH at
Balado on Tuesday 26th to coincide with the
LAA call to celebrate their 75th Anniversary.
Unfortunately the weather was not destined
to be good and the wind was forecast to be
in the direction of the shortest runway there.
We will keep an eye on the possibilities of
such a get together in the future.
Here’s hoping we can avoid another
Lockdown.  Fly safe.   

A lovely image taken by Mike Wood.  This is a
screen grab from his ‘Birnie Flying Circus’ video
on the next page which includes trips to Balado
and Sywell, as well as some stunning local
flying.
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The Birnie Flying Circus

That spectacular photo on the Newsletter’s cover came from Mike Wood’s
video (below) of the adventures of a group of pilots from the Highlands in
their homebuilts, both modern and classic.  Mike has cleverly mixed a new
camera, this one stays level as the plane moves around, with Dennis
Penny’s fine still photographs.  The stills were taken at our Balado Fly-in
and the moving camera animates the film nicely. https://youtu.be/U-4YK5zJpNY

You are probably wondering why I have sent in an article about a village
hall in Boggs Holdings, New Town, a small hamlet in East Lothian just to
the south of Macmerry on the B6363.  Read on.

You may remember in earlier editions of the Newsletter there were articles
and discussions about the early days of WW2 when Spitfires from Drem
fought aerial battles over Edinburgh and East Lothian after the Luftwaffe
attacked Rosyth and naval ships in the Firth of Forth, resulting in the first
downings of Luftwaffe aircraft in the UK.  Well, this village hall in Boggs Hall
happens to be the former parachute drying hut from Drem airfield so you
can imagine all the pilots based at Drem would have passed through this
building collecting their 'chutes' at some time or other.
After the war with the run-down of the airfield the Air Ministry sold off a lot
of the assets and the village bought this hut for the princely sum of £475
in 1947. A good purchase I would say and quite a history with it.

Hut with a history

News from the APSS
The highly respected but previously
beleaguered Aviation Preservation Society
of Scotland  have received a substantial
Adapt and Thrive grant that will help them
grow and get more of East Lothian’s youth
involved in practical ways with hands on
engineering projects.  On top of that their
1½ Strutter’s engine is about to be ground
run for the first time.  Thanks to Tim
Rayner for forwarding the information.



I had the opportunity to fly into Kirriemuir north
of Dundee for their Fly in on Saturday
16th October.  Weather was not originally
promising but turned out to be a sunny light
wind day. Doing my revalidation with newly
qualified Ian Course we did a full PFL into the
strip, taking advantage of the Burgers before
returning to Perth.

Keith goes up north

Photos Keith Griggs
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Keith goes down south

Photo Keith Griggs

Saturday 9th September I was hoping to have flown to Barton,
Manchester, as I had won a pair of corporate tickets to the Rugby League
Super Final at Old Trafford just four miles from the airfield.  Deciding to
drive I met my companion for the day Kevin Nestor, Strut Secretary
North Western Strut.  We were to have gone flying before going to the
game but, not happening, we spent time going around the hangars with
a few interesting examples (see next page).  Kevin seen standing aside
his recent purchase, below.

Having had a great day I stayed overnight at a local hotel before driving
back in the morning.  Four hour drive compared to a 1:30 flight.  Never
mind.  I will need to go back one day, so close to Old Trafford and the
Trafford Centre, though don't intend to go when they have their Marathon.
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Scotland from the Air

Back in July a BBC film crew arrived, with William Mackaness in his Tiger
Moth, at Keith Griggs’ East Fortune East strip.  They were there to film an
item about the R34 Airship and its trailblazing flight across the Atlantic and
back, in 1919.  That programme is about to go out, the series starting on
Monday 1st November at 9.00pm on BBC1, and on two following Mondays.
The East Fortune programme will be aired on Monday 15th November.
Photo above was taken by Keith.

All photos by Keith Griggs
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The Ford Motor Company has had a connection
with aviation over most of its long life,
occasionally with its own designs but mainly
building parts and complete aircraft for other
companies.  As a major international company
it has used air transport extensively.

Ash Gupta spent the formative years of his
corporate life at Ford of Europe.  When he
joined in 1969 they had their own airline, with
two BAC 1-11's and a Gulfstream 1 turboprop,
based at Stansted, flying executives between
the UK and Europe.  The aircraft were UK
registered and painted white and grey with an
orange and blue stripe and orange tail.

18 years ago they were flying a 737-700 twice
daily between Stansted and Cologne and in
January 2012 they were at Southend Airport
with a chartering arrangement for weekly flights
to its factories in Germany and Romania.
As for today, I’m afraid I have no more
information.

Roger Putnam was formerly Chairman of Ford In
Britain and is Ash’s mentor and friend.  Before
that he built Lotus with Colin Chapman,  then to
Jaguar before being head-hunted to FoMoCo.

When Ash and I started talking about our
boyhood memories of walking past Ecurie
Ecosse, the giant killing motor racing outfit run
from a cobbled Mews garage in the back streets
of  Merchiston, Edinburgh, Ash asked Roger if
he had any memories from his Jaguar days.

Ford’s own airline and a race team in a lock-up

Ecurie Ecosse won the
Le Mans 24 hour race
not once but twice, in
1956 and 57.   It was
also where most
Scottish racing drivers
of that period started
their careers, like Jim
Clark and Jackie
Stewart.

Those D Type Jaguars
must be one of the best
looking racing cars
ever.

https://en.wikipedia.org/w
iki/Ecurie_Ecosse
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Holland Coachcraft of Govan
They didn’t just build ships over there.  Back in the 1930s they made these flights of fancy as well.
Although expensive to buy the quality branding these vans gave to some companies ended up being good,
value for money, advertising.

Found by friend Tony in London, where most of these Art Deco beauties ended up.  More on the next page.

https://flashbak.com/gorgeous-art-deco-streamline-vans-made-at-holland-coachcraft-of-govan-glasgow-439417/
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The Origami Robot
Years ago I remember seeing a Tomorrow’s
World on TV where they demonstrated an early
Laser.  Everyone marvelled at how clever it was
but couldn’t think of any practical use for it.  I
feel a bit like that with this robot.  Currently it has
one trick,  catching a battery that a child has
swallowed, but I suspect we will see more uses
for these.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tiny+origami+r
obot&&view=detail&mid=5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA5FA1
636644B71EC4D3AA&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos
%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dtiny%2Borigami%2Brobot%26FOR
M%3DHDRSC3

https://news.mit.edu/2016/ingestible-origami-robot-
0512

Last image of these extravagant Holland Coachcraft vans.  Shirts used to come with detachable
collars so instead of sending your whole shirt to the laundry you could work your way through a
week’s worth of freshly cleaned collars, drop them off and collect last week’s ready for use.  Different
times indeed.

Camper van,
anyone?
I’m afraid I know
nothing about this,
but it caught my
eye.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tiny+origami+robot&&view=detail&mid=5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dtiny%2Borigami%2Brobot%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tiny+origami+robot&&view=detail&mid=5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dtiny%2Borigami%2Brobot%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tiny+origami+robot&&view=detail&mid=5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dtiny%2Borigami%2Brobot%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tiny+origami+robot&&view=detail&mid=5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dtiny%2Borigami%2Brobot%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tiny+origami+robot&&view=detail&mid=5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA5FA1636644B71EC4D3AA&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dtiny%2Borigami%2Brobot%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://news.mit.edu/2016/ingestible-origami-robot-0512
https://news.mit.edu/2016/ingestible-origami-robot-0512
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Leith Airport
In 1950 Aquila Airways started a run from Western Harbour, Leith, to
Southampton.  They flew Short Hythe flying boats like the one below but
with a single ticket for the two hour flight costing 9 guineas, a good weekly
wage for the times, it attracted few customers and closed after a month.
Apart from anything else few Leithers craved a holiday in Southampton.
For some years Leith Dock Commission carried on paying the annual fee of
one guinea to remain a certified flying boat airport, ‘just in case’, but
Turnhouse Airport grew and the flying boat’s days as an airliner waned.

https://www.edinburghnews.scotsman.com/heritage-and-retro/retro/when-leith-had-
airport-commercial-flights-southampton-2868847

Airbus innovations
Two interesting items that stem from a conversation between David Webb
and Jim Prettyman.  Both are Airbus experiments, probing new approaches.
First is the solar powered Zephyr which is designed to stay airborne,
unmanned, for weeks at a time thanks to its solar panels.  This could
provide affordable  internet reception in otherwise inaccessible places.
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2021/10/solar-powered-aircraft-flown-for-
nearly-three-weeks-without-landing/

Next is their flying scale model of an airliner with articulated wing tips.
These have the dual benefit of making longer and more efficient wings that
can still fit in confined spaces on the ground, and which can flex in flight
like a bird’s.  The result?  ‘We have to detect the gust on the nose of the
aircraft, and then there’s a race. We have to send the signal from the
detection sensor to the hinge to release the wingtip before the gust arrives
on the wing.  It’s a question of a few hundred milliseconds.  After the gust
or manoeuvre, the wingtips are locked and recovered to continue efficient
flight.’  https://www.compositesworld.com/amp/news/airbus-x-wing-will-test-
flapping-wing-tips-multifunctional-trailing-edges-for-future-aircraft

Kent Strut seem to be
actively involved with this,
‘Community Police
Volunteers (Aviation)’.

https://www.kent.police.uk/new
s/kent/latest/policing-
news/volunteer-pilots-become-
kent-polices-eyes-in-the-sky/

Extra eyes for the police

https://www.edinburghnews.scotsman.com/heritage-and-retro/retro/when-leith-had-airport-commercial-flights-southampton-2868847
https://www.edinburghnews.scotsman.com/heritage-and-retro/retro/when-leith-had-airport-commercial-flights-southampton-2868847
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2021/10/solar-powered-aircraft-flown-for-nearly-three-weeks-without-landing/
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2021/10/solar-powered-aircraft-flown-for-nearly-three-weeks-without-landing/
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2021/10/solar-powered-aircraft-flown-for-nearly-three-weeks-without-landing/
https://www.compositesworld.com/amp/news/airbus-x-wing-will-test-flapping-wing-tips-multifunctional-trailing-edges-for-future-aircraft
https://www.compositesworld.com/amp/news/airbus-x-wing-will-test-flapping-wing-tips-multifunctional-trailing-edges-for-future-aircraft
https://www.kent.police.uk/news/kent/latest/policing-news/volunteer-pilots-become-kent-polices-eyes-in-the-sky/
https://www.kent.police.uk/news/kent/latest/policing-news/volunteer-pilots-become-kent-polices-eyes-in-the-sky/
https://www.kent.police.uk/news/kent/latest/policing-news/volunteer-pilots-become-kent-polices-eyes-in-the-sky/
https://www.kent.police.uk/news/kent/latest/policing-news/volunteer-pilots-become-kent-polices-eyes-in-the-sky/
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East of Scotland Strut contacts

Chairman;  Justin Kennedy
6 Cammo Walk, Edinburgh EH4 8AN    Tel 0131 339 8304 / 07798 661 985

justin @systemwise.co.uk

Co-ordinator and Secretary:  Iain Gibson
102 Craigmount Brae, Edinburgh EH12 8XN  Tel 0131 339 2351

inrgibson001@btinternet.com

Treasurer and Membership Secretary;  Duncan Robertson
17 Cramond Avenue, Edinburgh EH4 6PP  Tel 0131 312 7857

duncanrobertson807@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor:  Andrew Macleod
102 Gilmore Place, Edinburgh EH3 9PL  Tel 0131 228 2774

andrewj.macleod46@gmail.com

Safety Officer:  Steven Borthwick
73 Galbraith Crescent, Larbert, Falkirk FK5 4AZ  Tel 07707 856 680 / 01324 555

056
borthwick4@hotmail.com

Committee Member without Portfolio:  Ed Lyon
14 Craigielaw Park, Aberlady EH32 0PR  Tel 01875 870 117

edlyon@hotmail.co.uk
I

LAA Inspector: Tim Rayner
3 Fowler Street, Tranent EH33 1BU Tel 0187 561 3352 / 0779 515 3392

hipe@btinternet.com

mailto:duncanrobertson807@gmail.com
mailto:andrewj.macleod@virgin.net

